We give a correspondence between two notions of complexity for real numbers and functions: poly-time computability according to Ko and a notion that arises naturally when one considers the application of Melhorn's class of the Basic Feasible Functionals to computable analysis. We show that both notions define the same set of real numbers and functions.
Introduction
Below we will give a very natural definition of complexity of real-valued functions using a restriction of the functionals used in the definition of its representation to a subrecursive class of functionals that is commonly used to extend poly-time computability to higher types. We will compare the resulting notion of a BFF-computable real function to Ko's poly-time computablity to prove the following theorem: Theorem 1 (10) Let a, b ∈ Q, a < b. A real function φ : [a, b] → R has a sharp CF-representation in BFF if and only if it is poly-time computable in the sense of Ko.
Prerequisites

Sharp CF-representations
A computable real number α can be defined as a function A : N → Q that generates a rapidly converging Cauchy sequence with limit α, i.e.
Definition 2 A CF-representation of a real number α is a function A : N → Q, such that ∀n(|A(n) − α| < 2 −n ).
When restricted to low complexity classes such as poly-time functions this definition does not give a nice notion of complexity, because the class of the poly-time functions cannot compute the function 2 n , and therefore lacks the strength to generate improving approximations to an irrational real number.
Instead, one can use the following definition, which is equivalent to passing the argument n in unary notation 2 :
Definition 3 A sharp CF-representation of a real number α is a function A : N → Q, such that
Modulo the difference in the representation of rational or dyadic numbers, the class of computable real numbers that have a poly-time sharp CF-representation directly coincides with the poly-time numbers in the sense of Ko. The natural extension of the approach to real functions leads to the following definition:
Definition 4 A sharp CF-representation of a real function φ is a functional F : (N → Q) → N → Q, such that whenever A is a sharp CF-representation of a number α ∈ dom φ, F (A) is a sharp CF-representation of φ(α).
To define poly-time computability for sharp CF-representations of real functions one now needs a higher-type complexity notion.
Basic Feasible Functionals
The Basic Feasible Functionals (BFF) are a class of functions introduced by Mehlhorn [6] to study the feasibility of reducibility problems. The class is also studied by Cook, Kapron, Urquhart [1, 3] and others and is shown to be quite robust and equivalent to a rather appealing formulation of Type-2 feasibility via oracle Turing machines.
The class of the basic feasible functionals of finite type can be defined as the closed terms containing only:
• a constant for every polynomial-time computable function, • the combinator constant Σ ρ,σ,τ for every ρ, σ, τ ∈ T ,
• the projector constant Π σ,τ for every σ, τ ∈ T ,
• constant R bn for bounded recursion on notation: 
Majorizability
The proof of the main lemma in the next section makes heavy use of a prooftheoretic tool that is closely linked with complexity, the notion of majorizability.
Definition 5 (W.A. Howard, [2])
We define x * maj ρ x for a finite type ρ by induction on the type:
We will say that a class of functionals C is hereditarily majorized by another class C * if for every functional F ∈ C there exists F * ∈ C * such that F * maj F . We will also use the term "hereditarily self-majorized" for the classes that are majorized by themselves.
Next we will give a short proof that the class of the Basic Feasible Functionals is hereditarily self-majorized, following the proof in [2] of the selfmajorizability of the levels of Gödel's primitive recursive hierarchy.
PROOF. Σ δ,ρ,τ and Π ρ,τ are self majorizable, and for every poly-time function f there exists a polynomial p with coefficients among the natural numbers, such that f (x) ≤ 2 p(|x|) = f * (x). The right hand side of this inequality is a polytime function for which ∀x∀y ≤ x f
which proves R * bn maj 0→0→(0→0→0)→1→0 R bn .
Now the theorem follows from the fact that t * maj ρ→τ t ∧ s * maj ρ s implies t * s * maj τ ts. 2
Poly-time computability in the sense of Ko
To be poly-time computable in the sense of Ko [4] , a real function φ must have a realization in the form of an Oracle Turing Machine (OTM) computing a function F : (N → D) → N → D (where D stands for the dyadic numbers), which converts representations of numbers α to representations of φ(α), and runs in time polynomial in the given precision for all arguments in the domain of φ.
To allow that "time polynomial in the given precision" relates to polynomial time computability, all precision arguments in Ko's model are given in unary notation. We will use the equivalent formulation where the precision is taken to be the length of the precision argument.
An important feature of Ko's model for computable analysis is the additional requirement in place for the precision of the representations of real numbers, stating that a representation A of α must satisfy
Since any dyadic number m.2 −e is naturally represented as the pair m, e of integer 'mantissa' and 'exponent', and the function prec can be directly defined as prec(m · 2 −e ) = e, we will fix the representation of dyadic numbers as the pair m, e . Moreover, since the functions representing real numbers explicitly specify the exponent, we will use this equivalent definition of Ko-computable real numbers:
and the induced definition for functions.
Since dyadic numbers of precision n are represented by numbers of size n plus the number of digits of the integer part of the number, for every closed interval [a, b] with rational endpoints the growth of the representations is polynomially bounded, i.e. there exists a polynomial p(n) = n + max Q (|a| Q , |b| Q ) Q , such that |A(n)| ≤ p(|n|) for all n and for any representation of any real number in [a, b].
Result
The next lemma proves that BFF can replace the Oracle Turing Machine running in polynomial time in the definition of poly-time computability according to Ko. PROOF (→) Let B : (N → Z) → N → Z be defined as:
where
B is a basic feasible functional (because the quantifiers and minimization are sharply bounded) and for every Ko- 
Let A be a sequence of numbers which is not a Ko-representation of a real 
PROOF (←)
The BFF have the Ritchie-Cobham property (see [6] ), which means that any BFF can be realized by an OTM running in time bounded by |H(A, n)| for some BFF H. Let H be this bound for G. The BFF are also a hereditarily self-majorized class, which means that there exists a BFF H * such that H * maj H. From our discussion of the properties of the dyadic numbers we know that there is a common bound for the growth of any Ko-representation of any real number in a closed interval. Let this bound be given as the natural number polynomial p, i.e. p(|n|) ≥ |A(n)| for all Ko- 
. Since A * is monotone and everywhere greater than A, A * maj A. Note also that A * is a poly-time function.
From the properties of the majorization relation we know that Let us make sure that we can convert rational to dyadic approximations and vice versa:
Lemma 9 There exist a pair of poly-time functions DtoQ : Z → N → Q and QtoD : Q → N → Z, such that
The two conversions are poly-time as a composition of poly-time functions. 2
We are now ready to prove the main theorem in this paper. From the definition of F we have that F (B) is a Ko-representation of φ(α). Since |DtoQ (F (B, 2n) , 2n) − α| ≤ 2 −|2n| < 2 −|n| , the final application of DtoQ converts it to the CF-representation G(A). 2 Intuitively, the forward direction of the proof works because, using the Cook/ Kapron characterization, a basic feasible functional has sufficient time to: read its input and convert it to a dyadic number with precision n (given by the length of the real argument), process the input via a black-box copy of the Korepresentation (given by the precision argument), and enough time to translate the output to a rational number (given again by the precision argument). The inverse argument relies on the fact that the BFF CF-representation of the function never generates big numbers in itself, and since the arguments it is given have a polynomially bounded growth, all computations stay polynomially bounded in all three steps of the conversion.
This result was originally observed as part of [5] , which discusses complexity and intensionality in an interval framework for analysis. We decided to give it more emphasis in a separate paper, because the result in itself is interesting and gives extra robustness to both Melhorn's complexity notion and Ko's.
